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Report: 

 

This work sought to use the valence to core (V2C) emission spectroscopy to establish the nature of the active 

Cu(II) oxo centres, present in high temperature activated copper ion exchanged mordenite (MOR), and 

mazzite (MAZ), which are responsible for the selective activation of methane within established step-wise 

approaches to the direct and selective oxidation of methane to methanol [1,2]. 

 

 We are happy to report that we received excellent support from the local contact (Dr Rafal Baran) and 

the ID26 team and that all of the allocated shifts were effectively used. V2C data was successfully collected 

for Cu/MOR, both high and low loaded Cu/MAZ, and for a third system, Gmelenite (GME), under all the 

conditions required, that is to say, after activation to 723 K in flowing oxygen and under methane (reacted 

state) and 473 K.  

 

 The systems were specifically chosen to represent examples of Zeolite topologies that result, either in 

highly active systems (Cu/MOR and high loaded Cu/MAZ) or systems that show no activity at all within this 

type of stepwise approach to activation and reaction (low loaded Cu/MAZ and Cu/GME). 

 

 Whilst the beamline performed very well and the data of excellent quality it was noted that, especially 

after the exposure of methane to these systems at 473 K, the footprint of the X-ray beam could clearly be 

observed on the sample as black stripes (most likely due to carbon deposition as aresult of the X-ray indiced 

cracking of the methane). This being the case even when implementation of a rastering of the beam over many 

different sample positions was used to build up spectra. This approach has been developed on ID26 in order to 

minimize exposure of the sample at any given point and thereby minimizes the possibility of the powerful X-

rays that the ID26 undulator produces may induce changes in the sample that are not the result of the 

chemistry but of the presence of the X-rays themselves. 

 



 

 Subsequent XAS studies made at SNBL (BM31) and SuperXAS (Swiss light source) have revealed 

that the flux, and specifically the power density of X-rays of similar energies (in and around the Cu K-edge), 

can have very considerable effects upon the apparent behavior of these materials once methane is introduced 

into the system. It has also latterly been found that in order to study these materials in a meaningful manner in 

the presence of methane, that the photon flux at SuperXAS has to be attenuated and then defocused as 

completely as possible (to reduce the applied power density by a factor of ca 1500).[3,4] 

 

 It seems likely therefore, give the evidence, that the measurements we have made under methane on 

the considerably more powerful ID26 source have been compromised in a similar manner. 

 

 However, this does not mean that the results obtained from the beamtime allocation for the activated 

systems maintained under oxygen – wherein no evidence of a distortion of the system is apparent- may not be 

successfully used to understand whether the V2C approach can in fact discriminate between active and 

inactive copper in these systems. That said, analysis/modelling of these results, to properly determine the 

nature of the active, and indeed inactive sites present, and are still on going. 
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